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Breaking with the spatial-cycle model: the shift towards
‘syncurbanization’ in polycentric urban regions
Alois Humera , Rodrigo Cardosob and Evert Meijersc

ABSTRACT
This paper criticizes traditional models of urban–regional expansion, which depart from monocentric ideals of urban core
and ring. The original spatial-cycle model (SCM) suggests repeating stages of urbanization, suburbanization,
disurbanization and re-urbanization. We reconceptualize the relations between core(s) and ring(s) to test the
formation of urban regions under mono-, multi- and polycentric trajectories. The analysis employs local population
data in functional urban regions in Finland, Austria and the Netherlands, three countries with different urbanization
patterns, for the period 1961–2011. Results suggest a ‘break of the cycle’ in polycentric regions and a shift towards a
different period, which we call ‘syncurbanization’.
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INTRODUCTION

Urban regions have for a long time been conceptualized as
composed of an urban core surrounded by a suburban and
rural hinterland, forming a coherent entity through func-
tional, cultural and institutional interdependencies. From
a demographic perspective, these interdependencies are
often framed in hierarchical terms, described along a con-
centric ideal type, with population gradually decentralizing
‘from big central cities to adjacent smaller ones, old and
new’ (Hall & Pain, 2006, p. 3). In the past, researchers
have tried to capture demographic trends in urban regions
by building genericmodels of demographic growth stressing
this distinction between core and periphery. Most well-
known is the spatial-cycle model (SCM) by Van den Berg
et al. (1982). It suggests that demographic growth differs
in timing and intensity between core and ring, following a
cyclicalmodel of four stages: urbanization, suburbanization,
disurbanization and re-urbanization. All four stages share
the feature of a notably offset and sometimes counter-cycli-
cal rise and decline development of core versus ring.

Models are reductionist by definition and there is evi-
dent advantage in using them to generalize how urban

regions emerge. However, we find an increasing gap
between textbook-type models and the urban–regional
formation that takes place in a post-modern realm.
Changes are due to societal advancement and economic
globalization, featuring, amongst others, the spatial redis-
tribution of economic activities, increasing mobility, plur-
alization of life courses, and the emergence of
interdependent, polycentric urban systems (Capello,
2000; Champion, 2001; Scott, 2019; Weichhart, 2015).
Through these drivers, urban areas are no longer just
local but incorporate a regional dimension, as cities
become embedded in larger multicentric metropolitan
areas. Demographically, the concentric ideal model of an
urban core surrounded by a suburban or rural ring around
it, together forming a functional urban region (FUR) has
become contested, especially in the more densely popu-
lated and maturely urbanized parts of the world. In
increasingly networked regional structures, urban hierar-
chies and core–hinterland relations are becoming more
diverse. The functional hinterland of any city is likely to
comprise other cities as well as populated ‘in-between’
areas (European Observation Network for Territorial
Development and Cohesion (ESPON), 2005; Hall &
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Pain, 2006) and classic urban indicators, such as popu-
lation density or demographic heterogeneity no longer fol-
low a descendent slope from core to periphery (Soja,
2011). As a consequence, urban–suburban–rural relations
are complemented with complex urban–urban (or core–
core) relationships, and even hinterland–hinterland
relations, as low-density, sprawling areas of urban activity
engage in mutual interaction (Balducci et al., 2017; Van
Meeteren, 2016). Simple models based on core–periphery
hierarchies have therefore been losing ground in research
and policymaking. Yet, the monocentric urban region
still provides the conceptual point of departure for apply-
ing the Van den Bergian SCM.

One of the most developed bodies of work to under-
stand current urbanization is based on the concept of poly-
centricity, typically framed as functional and
morphological polycentricity in regions consisting of sev-
eral different centres and a shared in-between territory.
For the sake of precision, while the reference to ‘multi-
centric’ used so far simply means that all urban regions
entail multiple centres, regardless of size and importance,
‘polycentric’, as popularized in the term ‘polycentric
urban region’ (PUR), is used to describe the special case
of multicentric regions where all the centres have similar
size and importance (Kloosterman & Musterd, 2001;
Parr, 2004). We will use this distinction between multi-
and polycentric henceforth in the paper. Research has pro-
duced insightful knowledge on the socio-economic consti-
tution and spatial processes of PURs. However, the
interest thus far has mostly focused on case studies, and,
increasingly, cross-sectional empirical studies, which are
time-wise static. There are not many longitudinal studies
of how PURs are formed. Conceptually, Champion
(2001), and lately Shu et al. (2019), provide alternative
pathways to how (functional) urban regions emerge over
time, although the application of their theoretical models
to actual case studies has been limited. Additionally, unlike
morphological and functional perspectives, questions of
regional demographic development have not been a key
part of polycentricity research. This is surprising because
the population base is constitutive when defining and dis-
tinguishing a PUR from other forms of urban region. For
example, Meijers et al. (2018) identify 117 European
PURs on the basis of a maximum variation of differences
in population size between the cities of a PUR. Moreover,
while absolute population numbers may say little about
urban transformations, population change, especially over
a long period of time, is both an influence on and a conse-
quence of socioeconomic and spatial development pro-
cesses (Turok & Mykhnenko, 2007), with the added
advantage of being an indicator that can be easily com-
pared across places and long time periods in a geographi-
cally detailed way. Therefore, there are deeper insights to
explore into the demography of PURs, particularly their
dynamics over time – which motivates this contribution.

Our specific aim is to relate PURs to models of demo-
graphic development. Therefore, we pose two research
questions: (1) How is the distinction between urban
cores and hinterlands changing over time in terms of

demographic growth rates, in particular in multicentric
urban regions and PURs? With the results of this first
question, we further ask: (2) To what extent does the
demographic development of multicentric urban regions
and PURs represent an evolution from the monocentric-
based SCM?

To answer these questions, we first discuss different
demographic models of urban–regional formation, and
the existing evidence for their accuracy. This leads to the
formulation of four hypotheses linking polycentricity to
these models. Our methodological approach to test these
hypotheses is introduced in the third section, which
describes the construction of a longitudinal dataset for
Finland, Austria and the Netherlands in 10-year periods
from 1961 to 2011. This selection allows one to compare
different development trajectories, with Finland domi-
nated by monocentric urbanization, the Netherlands by
polycentric urbanization, and Austria taking a middle pos-
ition, albeit definitely more monocentric than polycentric.
Results are presented in the fourth section. In the con-
clusions, we return to the implications of a PUR perspec-
tive to the completeness of the four-stage SCM, and
identify a new stage of urban development that appears
to break the cycle: ‘syncurbanization’. After these academic
findings, we close with possible implications for regional
policy and planning.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: MODELS
OF URBAN–REGIONAL FORMATION

Here, we present several generic models of urban region
formation processes that focus on demographic patterns,
making a distinction between mono- and polycentric
models, before moving to an identification of the potential
weaknesses of the spatial cycle model (SCM) in present
times.

Monocentric models of urban–regional
formation
By scientific zeitgeist, the establishment of the SCM cor-
responds to late industrialization, say the mid-20th cen-
tury. In their well-known model, Van den Berg et al.
(1982) provide a standard trajectory for the population
base of an urban core and a ring in an FUR in four stages,
illustrated by a repeating wave of (I) urbanization, (II) sub-
urbanization, (III) disurbanization/counter-urbanization
and (IV) re-urbanization (Figure 1). In times of urbaniz-
ation, first the core and later the ring grow. During subur-
banization, the core loses population while the ring grows.
Disurbanization features a declining core and ring. Re-
urbanization entails a re-growth of the core and a slowly
decreasing decline of the ring. This phase closes the
cycle, eventually leading to stage I again. During the var-
ious stages, core and ring develop counter-cyclically at
times, with a clear offset between rise and decline trends.

The Van den Bergian standard model has received
much attention in urban and regional research.1 Empirical
studies have searched for evidence of stages II and III in
particular, and conceptual discussions criticized the
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outlook on a stage IV (Cividino et al., 2020; Nyström,
1992; Salvati et al., 2018). Parr (2012) provides an alterna-
tive version of the SCM, criticizing the repeating nature of
the standard model assumption that after stage IV a new
stage I would start. His alternative version confirms the
four stages but builds upon relative population change
rates between core and ring, thus speaking of stages of
decentralization and concentration within the FUR.
With his alternative calculation of an SCM, Parr allows
a spatially systemic view on demographic urban–regional
development, rather than a single view, because one can
display and compare several FURs in one figure and com-
pare their development rates regardless of their size. In
contrast to the strictly stepwise Van den Bergian standard
version, Parr’s version also allows cities to remain in a cer-
tain stage, to step back or jump over to other stages. How-
ever, this alternative remains with four stages and departs
from a monocentric perspective (urban core and ring).

Polycentric models of urban–regional
formation
To understand how polycentric urban development relates
to the SCM, we need to stress the different modes through
which multicentric urban regions and PURs arise. Here,
we refer to multicentricity simply as multiple urban cores
existing in a functional region, and consider PURs a sub-
class of those, in which the relative size importance of
urban cores does not differ too much (Kloosterman &
Musterd, 2001). Hence, PURs are rather balanced urban
systems and exist next to multicentric urban regions in
which there is a clear hierarchical relationship between
the cities.

Champion (2001) presents a valuable theoretical argu-
ment around demographic development and PUR for-
mation because he accounts for qualitative demographic
changes, in terms of population and household structures.
He juxtaposes two megatrends: (1) demographic structural
changes (in Western Europe) towards higher life expect-
ancy and lower fertility rates (resulting in an ageing
society) and increasing amount and frequency of migration
flows (resulting in a more mobile and diverse society,
termed ‘second demographic transition’ by Van de Kaa,
1987); and (2) regional structural changes in terms of

emerging polycentric patterns that supersede previous
monocentric urban structures. Post-modern household
patterns – involving an increasing importance of single
households, patchwork families, fewer or changed multi-
generation households and multi-local residence – attach
theoretically better to PURs than to concentric, mono-
centric urban regions. Champion (2001) distinguishes
three modes of urban region formation. The first, ‘cen-
trifugal mode’, resembles the regional characteristics of
urban sprawl (Gordon & Richardson, 1996) in that a mul-
ticentric urban region originates from a single city that
sprawls into the hinterland, leading to many sub-centres.
The second, ‘incorporation mode’, refers to the situation
in which a large urban centre expands to incorporate smal-
ler centres in the surrounding area whose own growth pat-
terns had been relatively independent in terms of
employment, services and demographic trends. Cardoso
(2018) finds this similar to the trajectories of second-tier
cities because of the flatter hierarchy between the core
city and nearby centres, whose growth is less affected by
the decentralization of the core, when compared with
urban regions centred around a dominant capital city. A
third, ‘fusion mode’, comes close to what Kling et al.
(1995) or Phelps andWu (2011) identify as post-suburbia.
Here, the hinterlands of single, independent and relatively
equally sized cities start to overlap in a way that these cities
fuse into a PUR – this is the mode most likely to form
PURs as defined here.

A recent contribution by Shu et al. (2019) updates the
conceptualization of how PURs form, without operationa-
lizing a time dimension and intra-/interregional growth
and decline. Overall, they present four routes of ‘polycen-
tralization’, each going through five phases. Focusing on
functional PURs – thus not considering morphological
polycentricity – Shu et al. present a crossing of topographi-
cal/topological understanding and decentralization/
coalescence routes. In a topographical understanding, the
attributes of the centres (such as services, jobs) are key,
while in a topological understanding, the flows (as in
firm networks) are key. Decentralization points at the rela-
tive importance of sub-centres of a city; while coalescence
describes a path of originally separated cities that become
connected. A first phase is always ‘acentric’, that is, there is
no centre of a region, all local units are isolated. From
monocentric via multicentric to polycentric regions, a
fully developed PUR is again acentric (stage II), this
time on a higher, fully integrated, level, in the sense that
former centres have been diluted into a continuous urban
(functional) landscape: an ideal type ‘in which everywhere
is hinterland/centre to everywhere’ (p. 9). This is close to
the idea of centreless ‘fields’ replacing nodal ‘networks’
proposed in the metropolization project by Cardoso and
Meijers (2020), partly anticipated by the Zwischenstadt
concept (Sieverts, 1997), a plea for attention to the in-
between places outside ‘proper’ cities, and reaches its ulti-
mate extension in Brenner and Schmid’s (2014) models of
planetary urbanization. In a similar vein, several authors in
the economic geography tradition suggest that agglomera-
tion benefits are no longer confined to cities as such, but

Figure 1. The spatial-cycle model (SCM).
Source: Adapted from Van den Berg et al. (1982).
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spread as ‘externality fields’ over larger territories as a result
of new technologies such as information and communi-
cation technology (ICT) (Burger & Meijers, 2016; Parr,
2002; Phelps et al., 2001). Shu et al. (2019) suggest that
the transformation over time from a monocentric to such
a polycentric, field-like state is inevitable, merely being a
matter of maturity of the urban system.

Polycentricity and demography
In light of these fundamental transformations in the pro-
cesses of urban region formation and their demographic
trends, as well as in the models designed to capture
them, the question is whether the stages predicted by
the SCM are empirically visible, and if so, where and to
what extent. For the last decades we indeed witnessed an
extensive stage II of suburbanization across European
urban regions (Dembski et al., 2019; Kabisch & Haase,
2011). However, Van den Berg’s theoretical prediction
of a stage III – a total population decrease of the whole
FUR – has not taken place in Europe. Lately, and which
was not seen as inevitable some time ago (Nyström,
1992), a stage IV of re-urbanization, featuring a regrowing
core city, took shape, although this process is selective,
dependent on active policy incentives, and sometimes
reserved for the larger core cities. A deviating empirical
experience in most European urban regions was that,
unlike the model suggests, suburban areas actually grew
during all stages, leading functional and demographic den-
sification up to the point where the very notion of ‘subur-
ban’ became contested (Andersen et al., 2011; Tzaninis &
Boterman, 2018), in line with Shu et al., 2019. In addition,
and again pointing to the role of policy rather than assum-
ing a ‘natural’, structural principle governing the SCM, we
can identify plenty of shrinking core cities in Europe
(Wolff & Wiechmann, 2018).

Despite its monocentric point of departure stressing
simple core–periphery relationships, it may not be too dif-
ficult to engage with these new developments and add a
multicentric dimension to the SCM by identifying, next
to a clear core city, several cities that were part of the sub-
urban ring and have grown to prominence over the years.
As Friedmann (1966) mentioned, it is possible that those
subordinate cities have their own core–ring dynamics with
the nearby territory, independently of core city expansion.
However, the overall demographics of a PUR are likely to
be different from, and not reducible to, the sum of the
core–ring demographics of these individual cities due to
inter-city interdependencies within the PUR along the
growth-shrinkage dimension – growth in one centre may
trigger growth in some other centres, empty out others,
and the overall result at the PUR scale may take a variety
of forms in terms of direction, intensity, speed and timing.
Based on that, a call for enhancing the SCM towards a
polycentric understanding arises, for which we cannot
build on a common ‘centre–periphery’ logic but rather a
‘centre–centre’ logic with ‘inner peripheries’ (Humer,
2018) in between, whose hierarchical relations to the var-
ious centres are not at the same level as in monocentric
arrangements – these peripheries are not only connected

by demographic flows to more than one centre simul-
taneously, but also they can engage in population
exchanges with other peripheries over time, bypassing
the existing centres altogether (Hall & Pain, 2006).

Therefore, in order to confront the departure assump-
tions and resulting stages of the SCM model with demo-
graphic trajectories at the scale of multicentric urban
regions and PURs, we formalize four hypotheses to test
empirically. The hypotheses examine the development of
core, ring and FUR with a different emphasis, however
always on an aggregate, systemic level. Hypothesis 1 com-
pares the development of cores and rings; Hypothesis 2
examines the development of regional aggregates;
Hypothesis 3 concentrates on ring growth rates; Hypoth-
esis 4 focuses on core growth rates in different types of
urban region.

Hypothesis 1 (cores and rings): The difference in demographic

trajectories of cores and rings has become less pronounced over

time, and may even have disappeared.

This relates to the field interpretation of metropoliza-
tion, mentioned above, namely ‘spatial externality fields’,
where far-reaching agglomeration effects would blur
demographic, but also spatial, functional and socioeco-
nomic distinctions between different forms of urbaniz-
ation. Empirically, it relates to the aforementioned
observation of continuous growth in (conventionally
called) ‘suburban’ areas in European urban regions.
Obviously, if this hypothesis were true, this would mean
that a new and different phase of the SCM would need
to be discerned, rather than the cycle starting again with
phase I.

Hypothesis 2 (FURs): FURs that are part of larger multi-/poly-

centric metropolitan areas grow faster than FURs that are not

part of such metropolitan areas.

The argumentation for this hypothesis is that being
part of a larger metropolitan area translates into access to
more benefits of agglomeration, which are assumed to
spread over larger territories. The larger critical mass of
multi-/polycentric metropolitan regions makes them
more attractive (e.g., a larger labour market, more ame-
nities and services within reach). This positive effect is
likely to increase over time as the functional, cultural and
institutional integration of these urban areas increases
(Meijers et al., 2018). This hypothesis would introduce a
systematic difference between monocentric and multi-/
polycentric urban regions that the SCM, based on a gen-
eric FUR type, cannot capture.

Hypothesis 3 (rings): The ring areas in multi-/polycentric

metropolitan areas are likely to grow faster than similar areas

in isolated/monocentric FURs.

The argumentation for this hypothesis is that part of
the ring will be in-between cities, thus providing easy
access to multiple centres. This makes rings in multi-/
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polycentric metropolitan areas more attractive to live in –
for postmodern societies experiencing the second demo-
graphic transition – than truly ‘suburban’ rings on the out-
skirts of single cities. As above, due to growing integration
of multi-/polycentric areas (transport, etc.), the gap
between growth rates in these rings and those in mono-
centric areas may have increased over time. Confirming
this hypothesis would implicate a new type of ‘hinterland’
or ‘ring’ with multiple and overlapping relations whose
characteristics are not included in the categorical distinc-
tions of the SCM.

Hypothesis 4 (cores): Smaller urban cores in (unbalanced) multi-

centric metropolitan areas are likely to grow slower than the

respective prime city, whereas urban cores in (balanced) poly-

centric metropolitan areas are less likely to experience a negative

effect on demographic growth.

The argumentation for this last hypothesis is that lar-
ger cities tend to cast an agglomeration shadow over smal-
ler cities, whereas equally sized neighbours do not cast
such a shadow. This has been proven for urban functions
(Burger et al., 2015; Cardoso & Meijers, 2016), but it is
unclear whether this also holds for population growth,
which can be unrelated to functions. In parallel to the pre-
vious hypothesis, this one would reveal the need to differ-
entiate core typologies beyond the single denomination
present in the SCM.

DATA AND RESEARCH APPROACH

Our hypotheses demand a diachronic analysis of the
demography of PURs, which (1) distinguishes between
mono-, multi- and polycentric FURs, in connection to
(2) a differentiation between cores and rings (or hinter-
lands) and (3) their embeddedness in larger multi- or poly-
centric metropolitan areas, while (4) covering a long period
of 50 years. The time period accounts for the longue durée
of demographic transition of societies (Van de Kaa, 1987).
We compare demographic trends in three countries of
similarly advanced societal development, however with
different urbanization patterns, in order to check whether
results for the link between polycentricity and demography
are context related: Finland, Austria and the Netherlands.
Finland has a vastly monocentric urban system, Austria a
medium polycentric one, and the Netherlands a vastly
polycentric one – at both the regional (Meijers et al.,
2018) and national levels (Waterhout et al., 2005).

We consider two spatial scales – first, the FUR, and
then whether these FURs are part of a larger metropolitan
area. The identification of FURs was taken from the
ESPON 1.4.3 project (ESPON, 2007) – there referred
to as functional urban areas (FUAs) consisting of at least
one morphological urban area (MUA) plus surrounding
local units that exceed minimum thresholds of commuting
towards theMUA. AnMUA can be composed of multiple
smaller jurisdictions when they form one contiguous built-
up area. To distinguish between urban cores and rings –
which is required in order to apply the SCM – we declare

all MUA municipalities as part of the urban core, while all
remaining ‘non-MUA’ municipalities of an FUA are part
of the ring. Note that we use this ‘fixed geography’ classi-
fication throughout the study period, which is needed for
consistency in definitions, but be aware that some FURs
will have changed slightly over the study period.

In addition to the FUR scale, we also consider whether
they are part of a larger metropolitan area. For this, we
take the poly-FUA definition (ESPON, 2007). Poly-
FUAs are constructed when contiguous FURs are merged
based on criteria such as city sizes and distances between
them. For instance, large cities (> 500,000) positioned
less than 60 km apart with labour basins touching each
other were merged, while for smaller cities this threshold
was set at 30 km. In reality, these commuting zones will
not just touch, but overlap. Obviously, such larger metro-
politan areas are by definition multi- or polycentric since
they contain multiple urban cores.2

For both the FUR and the metropolitan area scale, we
calculated the level of mono-, multi- or polycentricity. For
this, we use the method proposed by Meijers et al. (2018),
based on the Herfindahl index. This index is most com-
monly applied as a measure of competition in the frame-
work of antitrust laws preventing the rise of monopolies
from firm mergers. As such, measuring ‘primacy’ is its
essence, which parallels nicely with the basic idea that
polycentricity is about the lack of a primate city. It is com-
puted as:

H =
∑N

i=1

S2i

where si is the population share of city i in the total
population of all cities (MUAs here) in the region;
and N is the number of urban centres in the region.
Scores range from 1/N to 1. The advantage of this
measure is that it allows for easy interpretation: fully
monocentric urban regions will have a score of 1. Mul-
ticentric urban regions or metropolitan areas have a
score < 1, and according to Meijers et al. (2018),
those with a score of ≤ 0.56 should be considered as
having a balanced urban system, which is why we
will refer to them as ‘polycentric’. The scores between
0.56 and 1 are classified as multicentric urban regions
or metropolitan areas. These are still characterized by
a dominant urban core and secondary cities. Note
that this way, for instance, a monocentric FUR can
be part of a larger polycentric metropolitan area. Figure
2 provides a visualization of our delimitation, while
Table 1 provides an overview of the occurrence of
mono-, multi- and polycentricity in Austria, Finland
and the Netherlands.

Finally, the basic unit of analysis are municipalities
(local administrative unit (LAU)-2), and Eurostat pro-
vided harmonized data on the total population for
each municipality in 10-year steps from 1961 to 2011.
Municipal mergers, name changes and other events
affecting the LAU-2 units over the years were accounted
for. We compare population growth rates for each
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decade covered, and for the overall period 1961–2011 in
our models. Comparative studies mostly fail to build
upon morphological and functional delineations
(Dembski et al., 2019, p. 8), which weakens the expla-
natory value of results concerning ring (hinterland, sub-
urban) development and interregional relations. By
achieving a combination of LAU data from Eurostat
and the FUA delineation from ESPON, the method is
close to the theoretical core of the SCM.

Finland consists of monocentric FURs only, with
the exception of the cross-border FUR involving the
three MUAs of Kemi, Tornio and Haparande (Swe-
den), with Simo as the ‘ring’. Note that Austria also
includes municipalities in Switzerland and Germany
which are part of cross-border FURs (Bregenz–

Lindau; Dornbirn–Lustenau). The polycentric metro
areas in Austria are Klagenfurt–Villach–Wolfsberg
and Linz–Wels–Steyr.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hypothesis 1: The different demographic
trajectories of core and ring have become less
pronounced over time, and may even have
disappeared
Basically, testing this hypothesis implies testing the SCM,
and therefore we visualize the trajectories of growth and
decline of urban cores and rings over time (Figure 3).
For comparison with the stages of the SCM, we carry
out this analysis at the FUR scale. We include a baseline

Figure 2. Classification of urban regions and metropolitan areas.

Table 1. Number of functional urban regions (FURs) (municipalities in parentheses) per class in Finland, Austria and the
Netherlands.

FURs not part of the larger
metropolitan area

FURs as part of the larger
metropolitan area Total

Finland

Monocentric FUR 23 (129) 0 23 (129)

Multicentric FUR 0 0 0

Polycentric FUR 1 (4) 0 1 (4)

24 (133) 0 24 (133)

Austria

Monocentric FUR 9 (566) 6 (318) 15 (884)

Multicentric FUR 1 (498) 0 1 (498)

Polycentric FUR 2 (259) 0 2 (59)

12 (1123) (6) 318 18 (1441)

Netherlands

Monocentric FUR 19 (53) 8 (13) 27 (66)

Multicentric FUR 2 (22) 4 (17) 6 (39)

Polycentric FUR 1 (8) 22 (227) 23 (235)

22 (83) 34 (257) 56 (340)
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depicting the national average growth in each period. We
rely our calculations on Parr’s (2012) alternative to the
regular SCM: population change rates per unit. Therefore,
it is not directly about (absolute) growth and decline but
about (relative) centralization and decentralization
between cores and rings over time.

The general growth trajectories of city regional cores
and rings differ per decade and country. Overall, FUR
rings have been growing nearly all the time (i.e., have
been over the 0% line). This confirms earlier studies
that could not detect a clear stage III of disurbanization.
In Finland, cores and rings show a clear counter-cyclical
development across the decades. Constantly, since 1971,
both urban cores and urban rings exceed by far the
national average development, which points at a high
development rate of urban regions compared with the
rest of the country. In Austria, FUR rings were growing
quicker than cores until 2001. Thus, we may speak of an
enduring stage II suburbanization, with signs of some
stage III disurbanization due to shrinking/stagnating
cores in the 1970s and 1990s. From 2001 onwards, how-
ever, Austrian urban cores grew faster than rings, which
matches with a stage IV re-urbanization. The Nether-
lands experienced a stage II suburbanization from the
1960s until the 1980s.3 Suburbanization happened
more intensely than in Finland and Austria. Since the
1990s, Dutch urban cores and rings continued to grow
equally and synchronically on a low level – which is strik-
ingly different from Finnish and Austrian FURs – and
which is obviously not following one of the four stages
of the SCM. It might be at best described as an enduring
shallow stage IV re-urbanization because the cores have
consistently higher growth rates than the rings, but the
time lag and periods of counter-cyclical trends have dis-
appeared. In Austria, national level growth rates were for
a long time in between the rates of urban cores and rings;
this only changed after 2001. In contrast, FUR rings,
cores and the national growth rates in the Netherlands
have met and stayed in relative synchrony from the
1980s on, which suggests that there are hardly any

areas in the country outside some form of extended
urban region and that the Netherlands is almost fully
urbanized.

Finland is an empirical illustration of the (recurring)
waves of the SCM, while Austria shows a very lengthy
cycle, recently entering stage IV: re-urbanization. How-
ever, the Netherlands seems to have passed the coun-
ter-cyclical development of cores and rings, including
stage IV. It seems to go beyond the four stages of the
SCM towards a condition of continuous urbanization,
varying only in morphology and intensity, and dissolving
contrasts between cores, rings and places within and out-
side conventional FURs. This evolution is closer to the
functional ‘Acentric II’ final stage in the model by Shu
et al. (2019), limited only by faster growth in a handful
of attractive centres, for which further research could be
carried out to see which factors make them stand out
(e.g., capital city effects). But the overall principle was
already part of Friedmann’s (1978) ‘urban field’ concept,
whose key ideas have been recently revitalized for the
European context by the claim about the ‘end of urban-
ization’ by Andersen et al. (2011) and the work on
metropolization processes by Cardoso and Meijers
(2020).

Overall, the SCM does indeed have value to interpret
the demographic trajectories of FURs in European
countries. Yet, we are approaching some limits of the
model, as evidenced by the Netherlands. First, because
the distinction between core and ring becomes much less
pronounced, and trends seem to synchronize in time and
direction. Second, because we are reaching a state of
maturity, or perhaps better, saturation, of urbanization
levels in many countries, as almost everyone is already liv-
ing in urban regions. This makes a return to a stage I
(urbanization), as the cycle suggests, unlikely.4

The analysis from this point on will only cover the
cases of Austria and the Netherlands, since Finland is a
prototypical country of monocentric urban regions –
with one exceptional case of the PUR around Tornio at
the Swedish–Finnish border (Table 1).

Figure 3. Population change rates in Finland, Austria and the Netherlands, functional urban region (FUR) cores and rings.
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Hypothesis 2: FURs that are part of larger
multi-/polycentric metropolitan areas grow
faster than FURs that are not part of such
metropolitan areas
We first test this through two simple boxplots, one for the
Netherlands (Figure 4a) and one for Austria (Figure 4b),
presenting the population growth between 1961and
2011. Recall that not all categories were present in Austria.
In the Netherlands, we exclude growth centres – generally
satellite towns that were identified as growth poles by the
government – due to their extreme outlying values.

For the Netherlands, there is no difference among
FURs that are either mono-, multi- or polycentric. How-
ever, it appears that municipalities in any of the three types

of FUR that are part of a larger metro area grow faster than
those located in an isolated FUR, introducing indeed a
differentiation to FURs related to their position in the lar-
ger spatial scale. For Austria, over the entire study period,
polycentric FURs grew slightly more than multicentric
FURs. As to the difference that being part of a larger
metro area makes, we can only compare it for monocentric
FURs, since there are no multi- or polycentric FURs that
are part of such an area. Unlike the case of the Nether-
lands, being in a larger metro area does not bring much
difference in growth rates in these FURs. What Austria
and the Netherlands have in common, though, is that
multicentric FURs, characterized by a dominant urban
core next to other cores, grew slower than polycentric

Figure 4. Population growth in (a) Dutch and (b) Austrian mono-, multi- and polycentric urban regions, 1961–2011.
Note: In (a), outlying values (Barendrecht and IJsselstein) are not depicted (in both the polycentric functional urban region
(FUR) and part of a larger metro).
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FURs with balanced urban centres. We will consider the
intra-regional dynamics of both types of regions in more
depth when addressing Hypothesis 4.

Hypothesis 3: The ring areas in multi-/
polycentric metropolitan areas are likely to
grow faster than similar areas in isolated/
monocentric FURs
Table 2 provides the average growth for ‘hinterland’muni-
cipalities distinguishing between those belonging to a
FUR that is part of a larger metro area versus those that
are not, irrespective of mono- or polycentricity at FUR
scale. This appears in the first two data rows for each
country. Then, to separate monocentric and multi- or
polycentric FURs, we also present results where we com-
pare the average growth rates of municipalities located in
monocentric FURs with municipalities located in the hin-
terland of a multi- or polycentric FUR, this time irrespec-
tive of whether or not they are part of a multi-/polycentric
metropolitan area (last two data rows per country).

The results for the Netherlands show that over the
entire study period, what we could call ‘polyhinterlands’
– that is, hinterlands that are in the sphere of influence
of multiple cities – grew significantly faster in population
(+68.8%) than those that are just in the hinterland of
one urban core (+41.9%). The difference between munici-
palities in the hinterland of larger metro areas versus those
hinterland municipalities that are not part of a larger
metropolitan area is even more substantial (74.6% versus
40.1%). This confirms our hypothesis. If we take a more
detailed look, it is evident that differences in demographic
growth rates converge over time in the four combinations
studied, becoming insignificant in the 1990s – which runs
counter to our expectation.

For Austria, the pattern is remarkably opposite. Here,
municipalities in the hinterland of just one city (signifi-
cantly) outperformed those in the hinterland of multiple
cities (41.6% versus 25.3%). This growth gap has
decreased over time, and turned insignificant after the
year 2000. There is no significant difference between the
growth of hinterland municipalities that are part of larger
metropolitan areas, or not.

These mixed results obviously do not allow to draw
final conclusions regarding our hypothesis; in general, in
static terms it fits with differences in growth rates in the
Netherlands, while in dynamic terms, the tendencies in
Austria fit somewhat better. If the trajectories of cores
carry more explanatory value than those of rings, we follow
up with the fourth hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4: Smaller urban cores in
(unbalanced) multicentric metropolitan areas
are likely to grow slower than the respective
prime city, whereas urban cores in (balanced)
polycentric metropolitan areas are less likely to
experience a negative effect on demographic
growth
Testing this hypothesis requires comparing the development
of primary and secondary cities in multi- and polycentric

FURs, which is what the boxplots in Figure 5 do.Obviously,
monocentric FURs do not have secondary centres, so such
FURs are excluded.While defining ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’
cities in PURs runs counter to our own definition, we opted
to keep the multi- versus polycentric comparison consistent
by simply identifying the largest city in the PUR, even if
slightly so. Since we are comparing cores, we do not use
municipalities, but contiguous built-up areas (MUAs) as
units of analysis. Note that the scaling of the population
growth variable (y-axis) differs – our interest is in the com-
parison between the bars. We only cover the Netherlands,
since in Austria there were not enough secondary cities in
FURs to warrant meaningful further analysis.

In the 1960s and 1970s, secondary cities in multi-
centric FURs were clearly gaining from their proximity
to the core, apparently borrowing size from the larger
scale to boost their growth rates. Later, however, the
trend shifted and large core cities enjoying re-urbanization
processes began to grow more than their smaller neigh-
bours. These started experiencing a form of agglomeration
shadow when core city growth limits their own opportu-
nities. In polycentric FURs, smaller cities were also grow-
ing faster than the main city in the 1960s and 1970s, and
not too differently, on average, than their counterparts in
multicentric FURs. Two phenomena became visible
since the 1980s though. First, secondary cities in poly-
centric FURs started to grow faster than those in multi-
centric FURs. Second, they were able to keep up with
the growth level of the main city – they did not experience
an agglomeration shadow, as could be expected from the
less pronounced size differences between prime and sec-
ondary cities. Overall, our analysis suggests that secondary
cities in multicentric FURs are more volatile than in poly-
centric FURs, experiencing major shifts in their growth
rates presumably depending on the core city trends and
expansion agenda. By contrast, there is greater stability,
for better and for worse in what growth is concerned, in
polycentric FURs.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: THE
SHIFT TOWARDS A PERIOD OF
SYNCURBANIZATION?

This paper relates polycentricity to models of demographic
growth trajectories, searching for patterns in how PURs
differ from multi- or monocentric urban regions in demo-
graphic terms, thereby engaging critically with the current
validity of the SCM. Starting from the assumption that
growth trajectories in urban cores and hinterlands depart
from the expectations of existing core–periphery models
when we analyse PURs, we developed a series of hypoth-
eses to test demographic development under polycentri-
city. Our results can be summarized as follows:

Growth differentials between core and
hinterland
The distinction in demographic growth between urban
core and hinterland decreased over time, especially in poly-
centric contexts. The SCM of Van den Berg et al. (1982)
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Table 2. Polycentricity and the growth of hinterland areas.
1961–
71

Indepen-
dent t-test

1971–
81

Indepen-
dent t-test

1981–
91

Indepen-
dent t-test

1991–
2001

Indepen-
dent t-test

2001–
11

Indepen-
dent t-test

1961–
2011

Indepen-
dent t-test

Netherlands
Hinterland of an isolated FUR versus the hinterland that is part of a metro area (and by definition multi- or polycentric)

Hinterland-isolated

FUR (n ¼ 55)

8.4% t(173) ¼ −6.892,
p ¼ 0.000

16.1% t(173) ¼ −2.289,
p ¼ 0.023

3.5% t(173) ¼ −3.125,
p ¼ 0.002

4.2% t(173) ¼ −1.922,
p ¼ 0.056

2.1% t(173)¼ −0.231,
p ¼ 0.818

40.1% t(173) ¼ −5.991,
p ¼ 0.000

Hinterland larger

metro area (n ¼ 120)

23.9% 21.6% 5.8% 5.7% 2.3% 74.6%

Hinterland of a monocentric FUR versus the hinterland of a multi-/polycentric FUR irrespective of whether or not these are in a larger metro area

Hinterland-

monocentric FUR

(n ¼ 33)

9.3% t(173) ¼ −4.158,
p ¼ 0.000

15.3% t(173) ¼ −1.987,
p ¼ 0.048

4% t(173) ¼ −1.709,
p ¼ 0.091

4.6% t(173) ¼ −0.833,
p ¼ 0.406

2.6% t(173)¼ −0.418,
p ¼ 0.676

41.9% t(173) ¼ −4.519,
p ¼ 0.000

Hinterland multi-/

polycentric FURs

and metro areas

(n ¼ 142)

21.3% 21% 5.4% 5.4% 2.2% 68.8%

Austria
Hinterland of an isolated FUR versus the hinterland that is part of a metro area (and by definition multi- or polycentric)

Hinterland-isolated

FUR (n ¼ 1078)

6.2% t(1385)¼ −1.577,
p ¼ 0.115

3.2% t(1385) ¼ −2.401,
p ¼ 0.017

5.5% t(1385) ¼ 0.203,

p ¼ 0.839

5.6% t(1385) ¼ 0.363,

p ¼ 0.716

3.2% t(1385)¼ 2.815,

p ¼ 0.005

31.9% t(1385) ¼ 0.237,

p ¼ 0.813

Hinterland larger

metro area

(n ¼ 309)

7.3% 4.6% 5.4% 5.4% 1.9% 31.2%

Hinterland of a monocentric FUR versus the hinterland of a multi-/polycentric FUR irrespective of whether or not these are in a larger metro area

Hinterland-

monocentric FUR

(n ¼ 552)

10.4% t(1385) ¼ 9.492,

p ¼ 0.000

5.7% t(1385) ¼ 6.484,

p ¼ 0.000

6.5% t(1385) ¼ 3.364,

p ¼ 0.001

6.1% t(1385)¼ 1.837, p

¼ 0.066

2.9% t(1385)¼ −0.156,
p ¼ 0.876

41.6% t(1385) ¼ 5.835,

p ¼ 0.000

Hinterland multi-/

polycentric FURs

and metro areas

(n ¼ 835)

3.8% 2.1% 4.7% 5.2% 3% 25.3%

Note: FUR, functional urban region.
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has proven its value in the past, and still allows to position
population trends in Finland and Austria, but no longer
holds in the Netherlands, where polycentricity is common.
Here, we see a form of synchronized development – which
we call ‘syncurbanization’ in the spirit of the SCM nomen-
clature. Syncurbanization is a period where core and ring
follow similar demographic trends, in terms of direction,
timing and intensity, over longer periods of time. This
could be explained through agglomeration externalities
no longer being confined to urban cores, but rather spread-
ing over larger territories, with other urban cores in the
hinterland acting as extension points of such ‘agglomera-
tion externality fields’ and allowing the population to
spread more equally across the territory.

Growth differences between mono-, multi- and
polycentric urban regions
In the Netherlands, municipalities in more monocentric
urban regions initially grew faster than those in multi-
centric urban regions or PURs, but this effect disap-
peared over time. However, an important distinction is
whether these FURs are part of a larger metropolitan
area. Municipalities in FURs in such metropolitan
areas grew faster in the 1980s and 1990s than those in
isolated FURs. However, after 2001, this effect also dis-
appears, and the explanation may be, as above, that a
large part of the Dutch territory is now spatially and
demographically ‘synchronized’ under an agglomeration
externality field, in which location does not matter so
much to tap into the benefits associated with proximity.
As could perhaps be expected given the different shape
of its urban system, Austria developed in a different
way. Here, more PURs grew faster, and being part of
a larger polycentric metropolitan area was also generally
positive, except for the last decade studied. This signals
a potentially multiplicative interaction between different
spatial scales of polycentricity (at least during some
periods), and the definition of those scales may have an
impact on to the assumptions about the benefits and
costs of polycentricity.

Growth differentials between hinterlands in
multi- or polycentric regions and hinterlands in
monocentric regions
Hinterlands in the sphere of influence of multiple cities
grew significantly faster than those in the hinterland of
just one core in the polycentric Dutch urban system.
Differences have disappeared in both countries, but in
Austria it used to be the other way around: municipalities
in the hinterland of a monocentric urban region grew fas-
ter than those in the hinterland of multiple cities. An
explanation for this opposite trend might be the low num-
ber of multi- and polycentric FURs in Austria. Also, those
FURs are mostly across or close to national borders, which
calls for deeper investigation of cross-border FURs in
future research.

Growth differentials between main and
secondary cities in multicentric urban regions
and PURs
Secondary cities in PURs grew faster than secondary cities
in multicentric FURs, especially in recent decades, and,
importantly, suffered fewer major shifts in their growth
rates, suggesting a weaker role of the core on the FUR tra-
jectories. Differences in main cities are less pronounced,
but it is striking that main cities in multicentric urban
regions do not grow faster than the largest city of PURs.
In other words, larger, dominant cities cast a strong influ-
ence over other cities around them when it comes to popu-
lation growth, but the apparent agglomeration shadow in
recent decades does not mean expressive growth in these
core cities – when compared with cities in polycentric
FURs, they are not gaining from being larger and more
dynamic than their neighbours.

This paper does not present just one set of conclusions
about the hypotheses, as Finland and Austria often exhibit
different population trajectories than the Netherlands.
This may be due to a variety of reasons. One ‘evolutionary’
interpretation would be that all urban systems eventually
mature – or rather saturate – as increasingly polycentric
and synchronized, and the Netherlands is simply further

Figure 5. Population growth in first and second cities over time: comparing multi- and polycentric functional urban regions
(FURs) in the Netherlands.
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ahead, having moved beyond the SCM into a new urban-
ization period. Under that interpretation, Austria would
be lagging behind the Netherlands by one or two decades.
This would be a very interesting phenomenon and future
observations can give us more indications of the general
development trends of European urban systems. But
more mundane explanations for the differences are also
possible. For instance, there is no abundance of multi-
centric urban regions or PURs in Austria, making the
analysis vulnerable to specific geopolitical, social or econ-
omic conditions in individual cases. Perhaps travel times
– partly subject to the topography – mean that polycentric
metropolitan areas in Austria are less integrated than in
the Netherlands (an important explanatory factor for
their performance, as shown in Meijers et al., 2018).

However, the different trends may simply confirm
that polycentricity is a more dominant characteristic of
the Dutch urban system, and one could argue that
because of this, findings for the Netherlands illustrate
better the relation between polycentricity and new demo-
graphic modes than those for Austria or Finland. Future
research can therefore look into other European
countries with similarly polycentric systems and check
whether our findings hold in those cases, in which case
our hypothesis would be better justified: Is the gradual
erasure of growth rate differences between cores and
rings, as well as mono-, multi- and polycentric regions,
a general feature of all mature urban systems, constrained
only by a time lag in urban development in different
countries? Is Europe overall on this trajectory, even if
countries phase into such a state of ‘syncurbanization’
at different times? The ability to anticipate such a pro-
cess would have an important impact on spatial planning
and sustainable development policies.

Our rather explorative and descriptive analysis certainly
needs to be extended, and we see different avenues to over-
come its limitations. First, we need to address endogeneity
issues more clearly to avoid bias related to the fact that
metropolitan areas may become polycentric through public
policy-designated population growth, rather than being
associated with growth for being polycentric. Even though
this issue may hold more for studying polycentricity at the
urban rather than the regional scale addressed here (with
centres defined as pockets of employment or economic
activity rather than individual cities as in our case), we can-
not fully exclude this. However, by controlling for institu-
tionally designated growth poles, we tried to reduce this
possible bias. Second, the long-term perspective adopted
in this paper and applied similarly to three countries
involved some data limitations, meaning that our simple
models did not yet include many other possible drivers
of population growth, for which we could not control.
This is a challenge for future research. Third, detailed
case studies of PURs would be welcome, which could
reveal the political dimension of demographic trajectories,
as local government budgets may be tied to population
numbers through local tax income. This could also allow
more spatial detail, for instance, distinguishing more pre-
cisely which hinterland areas in between cores grow faster.

Finally, additional sociodemographic and socio-cultural
indicators could be of interest, for instance, studying quali-
tatively PUR formation through changing household
structures, age, and sex structures in cores and rings (cf.
Brenner, 2013; Champion, 2001; Van de Kaa, 1987).

To conclude, does this new phase of urban–regional
development that we call syncurbanization mark the end
of the SCM? The empirical analysis has proven the
SCM’s lasting validity under monocentric conditions
(Finland, partly Austria). Yet, the cyclic development of
urbanization, suburbanization, disurbanization and re-
urbanization comes to an end when the demographic
and urban–regional trajectory of a society arrives at an
advanced polycentric structure, as we find it in the Nether-
lands, where core and ring distinctions are blurred and all
urban areas establish relations with multiple neighbours.
Indeed, being in the hinterland of multiple cities makes
a difference in demographic growth – this is another rel-
evant finding of this paper – and these ‘polyhinterlands’
deserve further attention. In the line of Shu et al. (2019)
about everywhere being hinterland and centre to every-
where else, the question is to what extent can these areas
still be seen as hinterlands. When considering the advan-
tages of proximity to multiple cores, arguably each hosting
important, complementary amenities and activities, but
none covering the full spectrum of urban activity, then
these ‘polyhinterlands’ can actually be the best located
areas in the urban region, becoming ‘central’ in relation
to accessibility to a larger array of urban activities and
thereby attracting population inflows. Emerging questions
are, for instance, how municipal boundaries influence the
preferential relations established by these areas with
nearby cores, namely distinguishing between polyhinter-
lands that are autonomous municipalities themselves and
those that were originally peripheries to other municipali-
ties. These questions demand further research on forms of
urbanization beyond core–periphery assumptions and how
to delineate and govern urban regions.

Clearly, this postmodern development does not imply
a ‘final’ stage of a stable equilibrium. On the contrary,
when cores and rings synchronize their demographic tra-
jectory, new, intra-regional centralities and flows emerge,
which might be more flexible and unpredictable in their
locational geography and demographic trajectory than
the long-term cycles of modern urban–regional develop-
ment of the 20th century known before. This study was
able to advance the hypothesis of ‘syncurbanization’ as a
new stage – or period – of urban–regional development
and discuss its implications for the definition of, and
relations between, cores and peripheries, for the notion
of centrality versus the hinterland, and for a better
understanding of polycentricity. It will take more in-
depth research to find out whether syncurbanization is
an exception to the models or indeed indicates a general
direction of a new period of European urbanization –
departed from the ‘old’ period described by the four
known stages of the SCM – and if other development
sequences are emerging within this new, polycentric
period.
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There are related implications for regional policy and
planning. The urbanization path of syncurbanization
with synchronous growth and decline of (many) cores
and regional hinterlands will reshuffle regional centralities
as well as expose single urban regions to urban-systemic
developments across larger territories. However, is this
period of syncurbanization ‘good’ news for regional policy
and planning? In substantial terms, we must gain more
knowledge in how far PUR forms are actually leading to
or jeopardizing sustainable urban development; particu-
larly in terms of land consumption (Marquard et al.,
2020) and ecological externalities of transport. In strategic
terms, future EU regional policy is advised to further raise
attention into urban territories (Meijers & Sandberg,
2021; Rauhut & Humer, 2020; Zimmermann & Atkin-
son, 2021). Additionally, residual spaces in-between
(Humer, 2018) – polyhinterlands – and their specific
spatial constraints need novel functional programmes to
make them participate in the life of the urban region. Pre-
sumably, urban-system perspectives of funding schemes
and planning programmes should gain importance over
single-territorial views. This includes the attention of
core–core, core–hinterland and hinterland–hinterland
relations inside and across urban regions as well as the dis-
tinction of cores according to their character of town-ness
and city-ness and how they play together (Humer &
Granqvist, 2020; Taylor et al., 2010). New, future-
oriented approaches to, and perspectives on, regional plan-
ning (Harrison et al., 2021a; Purkarthofer et al., 2021a)
carry some possible answers for planning in a syncurbani-
zation period, which start with an urban–regional strategic
planning practice beyond statutory boundaries (Granqvist
et al., 2021) and continue towards a new culture of
regional planning at large (Harrison et al., 2021b; Pur-
karthofer et al., 2021b).
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NOTES

1. At times, the City-Life Cycle Model (Roberts, 1991;
Metzger, 2000) is confused, associated or equated with
the Van den Bergian SCM. For conceptual clarity, the
present paper bears with the latter concept only since the
former is originally occupied with describing cycles of
real estate booms and busts, social improvement, and
degradation of urban neighbourhoods, and other socio-
economic long-term cycles of urban development.

2. Some of the Austrian FURs cross borders. The con-
cerned Swiss and German municipalities are also included
in our analyses.
3. In quite some instances in the Netherlands, suburbani-
zation took place from urban cores to adjacent municipa-
lities that are (nowadays) part of the same MUA, and
hence counted as ‘core’ here. If we were to split the core
into the main core city and smaller mostly suburban settle-
ments (the first suburban ring), suburbanization would be
even more pronounced. The growth percentages for the
core city in the 1960s and subsequent decades were 9%,
2%, 5%, 6% and 5%, respectively. Corresponding numbers
for the ‘first suburban ring’ are 30%, 17%, 9%, 7% and 3%.
4. The Differential Urbanization Concept (DUC)
(Geyer & Kontuly, 1993; Geyer, 1996; Kontuly &
Geyer, 2003) is different in essence compared with the
SCM, because (1) it only takes cities – be they large or
small – of a country into account, while not regarding hin-
terlands/rings; and (2) the key indicator is migration flows.
However, the low amplitudes shown in Figure 1 in later
decades suggest some similarity to the trajectory of the
DUC. Borrowing from the argumentation of the DUC,
a level of maturity/saturation is reached after some stages
of (more dynamic) development.
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